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Saved by the Tiger Working at her company's trade show is the perfect way for Sara to spend the weekend,
while her ex-boyfriend packs up and moves. After finding that Angelo is into drugs, she kicked him out of her
apartment and her life. Good riddance. She doesn't need a man in her future. But when a menacing thug comes
to her booth looking for Angelo, a deliciously hot guy chases him away and wants to keep an eye on her. Ryan
is supposed to maintain a low profile and hunt down the leader of a criminal gang. But he intervenes when one
of the gang members confronts Sara, the woman his heart claims is his mate. He tries to protect her and
persuade her they're meant to be together, but she doesn't want his help and isn't convinced they're mates.
Even when she sees his tiger self and they share a passionate kiss, she clings to her independence, not ready to
be hurt again. Protected by the Tiger A new job, new home, and new life has Caroline going to her first day of
work with a can-do attitude, unfortunately for her two men are about to change her life. Protector and
Alpha-Male-Tiger-Shifter, Zane, is sent in to stop the kidnapping of Caroline. Caroline has an extremely pure
Alpha-Female-Bear-Shifter bloodline and has been raised to believe she can only be mated to an
Alpha-Male-Bear-Shifter. Zane’s immediate connection with her starts as soon as he sees her picture.
Caroline feels the strong attraction as well. When her father finds the Bear-Shifter for her, she has a choice to

make, Zane or her bloodline, but will Zane be able to let go of her… A Tiger's Calling One special message
has Vanessa taking off to Siberia, Russia to try to save an Amur Tiger her late parents had rescued when he
was a cub. Protector and potential mate, Colt, is a rare white alpha-male tiger-shifter who has a dream about
Vanessa and asks the dragons, Keru and Tru, to send him to protect her. Vanessa is a conservationist who
takes her work as an animal rights activist very seriously. Colt is a shifter with a mission to make Vanessa his
forever. One kiss is all it takes to get Vanessa to consider what Colt wants from her. With Russian hunters
after her and killer tigers she’s trying to save, can Colt take her as a mate before it’s too late… Taken by the
Tiger Devin is a tiger-shifter reliving old memories when a young woman walks in, changing his immortal life
forever. Faith is on a date and Devin sees evil in the man. With the help of his Dragon-Shifter fathers, Devin
manages to capture the beautiful young woman and spirits her away to the castle.
With Faith safely out of the picture the evil man goes after her twin sister, Hope. The Dragons, Tru and Keru,
see something in the woman and bring her back to their castle as well. With an evil man wanting both the
women, can the Shifters keep the women they’re coming to adore, safe… For fans of Milly Taiden and T.S.
Joyce stories! Each book in the The Tiger's Protection series can be read as a standalone and has a guaranteed
HEA, no cliffhanger!

